


Mortar attacks and bombing of Iranian Cities resulted in the injury
and martyrdom of innocent civilians and damage to their property.
MKO claimed the responsibility for those operations by issuing press
releases following the incidents.
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Hossein Parmanesh, 24 years old, repairman of house equipments,

injured, male.

2- Abbass Akhavan Sayar, 20 years old, worker of a printing house,

injured, male.

3- Daryosh Pour Mohammad Jani, 37 years old, worker of a printing

house, killed, male.

injured, female.

female.

equipments
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Victim: Daryoush Pour Mohammad Jani,
Worker of Golban printing house.
Place of the incident: Printing house, Bonbast Tavakoli,
Valiye Asr Ave, Tehran.

He was killed as a result of the injuries he received from a
Mortar explosion launched by MKO agents on Feb. 5,2000.
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Victim: Parvaneh Hazrati
Age: 22, married
Occupation: worker in a tailor's shop.
Place of the incident: Tehran, Valiye Asr Ave.
Date of incident: Feb.5,2000
She was waiting at a bus stop. She was severely injured as a
result of MKO agents'mortar attack. She lost one of her arms,
one foot and received injuries in stomach and back.



She was waiting at a bus stop when she was hit by particles of a
mortar explosion launched by MKO agents and her head, face,

hands and legs were injured.



Victim: Hossein Permanesh
Age: 22
Occupation: Labourer
Place of incident: Tehran, Valiye Asr Ave.
Date of incident: Feb.5,2000

His hand and face were injured by mortar attack launched by
MKO agents, in a residential area in the central Tehran.
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Victim: Parvaneh Ardi
Occupation: Tailor
Age: 24
Work Address: A tailor's shop in Jami St., i
Place of the incident: Bus stop in the Amir.
Asr Ave. Tehran.
Date of incident: Feb.5,2000

She 

was at a bus stop when hit by particles of a j-
launched by MKO agents. She was injured on
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Age: 25
Place of the Tehran. Valiye Asr Ave.
Date of incident: Feb.15.2000
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In workers lost their lives or were
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18 -Masoumeh Zarif Oskooii injured
19 -Soudabeh Danishi injured
20 -Ali Tavakoli injured
21 -Habiballah Koskony injured
22 -Hadi Shakeri injured
23 -Setareh Shakeri injured
24 -Milad Charvadari injured




